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from vanderbilt university press draft toc and ... - forthcoming from vanderbilt university press draft toc
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lesson 08 community organizing - cchealth - direct action community organizing is when people who are
affected by a problem decide on a solution, and with the strength of their numbers put pressure on politicians
or whoever can make concrete improvements to the problem to do so. it’s about changing who has power; it’s
about people coming together and building power to get what they want. two key concepts in community
organizing are ... the role of a community organizer - worc in progress - the role of a community
organizer with a community organizer now in the white house, community organizing is recognized more than
ever as an honorable profession. but what do community organizers do? the short answer is that they get
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power is based on the belief that people are motivated to act based on their self-interest. importantly, our
organizations have progressive agendas. a theology of community organizing: power to the people good samaritan), but also refers to foundational concepts from other traditions such as islam, judaism, and
sikhism. one of the strongest chapters is people power: the community organizing tradition of saul ... people power: the community organizing tradition of saul alinsky by mike miller saul alinsky --- his rules for
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